[Cost-Effectiveness of the 21 Gene Assay in Patients with Node-Positive Breast Cancer].
Aim: Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer for women. Most guidelines recommend patients with lymph-node positive (LN+) early stage breast cancer to undergo adjuvant chemotherapy to prevent or delay distant recurrence. This may lead to frequent, general usage of chemotherapy accompanied with high costs and side effects. The Oncotype DX, also called 21 Gene Assay, by Genomic Health is a genomic test which predicts the individual risk of breast cancer recurrence as well as the benefits of chemotherapy. Economic analyses have indicated the cost-effectiveness of the 21 Gene Assay for patients with LN- breast cancer. This paper discusses recent research on the cost-effectiveness of using this assay for patients with LN+ breast cancer. Methods: A systematic literature research was undertaken using the following databases: Pubmed, Embase, Business Source Complete and EconLit. Studies found were analysed for study design, parameters, and analysis of uncertainty. The transferability of the results to Germany was examined using a list of criteria. Results: 7 relevant economic analyses were identified. Incremental cost-utility ratios ranged from cost-savings of € 3 548 per patient to additional costs of € 9 113 per QALY gained. The transferability of the results to Germany is limited particularly by differences in the medical cost approach, in absolute and relative prices in health-care, and by practice variation. Conclusion: There is evidence that the cost-utility of the assay when used for LN+ breast cancer is basically comparable to that for the use with the LN- type. More precise results for Germany would require valid data on the risk of recurrence as well as on the description and evaluation of health-related quality of life of patients.